BOOK NOOK: LGBTQ Books for Middle Grades (4th - 8th Grade)

- The Accidental Adventures of India McAllister by Charlotte Agell
- After Tupac and D Foster by Jacqueline Woodson
- The Boy in the Dress by David Walliams
- The Case of the Stolen Scarab by Nancy Garden
- Cher Upon a Midnight Clear by Matteo B. Bianchi and Translated by Wendell Ricketts
- Drama by Raina Telgemeier
- The Family Fletcher Takes Rock Island by Dana Alison Levy
- From the Notebooks of Melanin Sun by Jacqueline Woodson
- Gay America: Struggle for Equality by Linas Alsenas
- Harriet The Spy by Louise Fitzhugh
- The Harvey Milk Story by Kari Krakow
- The House You Pass on The Way by Jacqueline Woodson
- Luv Ya Bunches by Lauren Mryacle
- The Manny Files by Christian Burch
- The Misadventures of The Family Fletcher by Dana Alison Levy
- The Misfits by James Howe
- My Mixed Up, Berry Blue Summer by Jennifer Gennari
- The Popularity Paper by Amy Ignatow
- Riding Freedom by Pam Munoz Ryan
- See You at Harry’s by Jo Knowles
- The Skull of Truth by Bruce Coville
- So Hard to Say by Alex Sanchez
- This Would Make a Good Story Someday by Dana Alison Levy
- Totally Joe by James Howe
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